Who We Are

Sentinels of Freedom (SOF) works with severely wounded post-9/11 veterans. We're by their side as they journey from the military to school to becoming successful and independent individuals.

We call our program participants “Sentinels” in honor of their sacrifice in guarding America’s freedoms. At Sentinels of Freedom, we support these men and women who have experienced such great hardship in service to our country. Please join us as we aim for victory, one Sentinel at a time.

Get Involved

Your support is vital to our mission. Help these disabled veterans by assisting them in completing their education and transitioning into successful post-military careers. Through donating funds, mentoring, and hosting events you can impact their lives significantly.

Donate today

SENTINELSOFFREEDOM.ORG/DONATE

Your support makes all the difference.

“Today as I look back, I would not have been the CEO and president of Anvil Builders and had a beautiful wife and son if the Sentinels of Freedom did not invest in my goals, family, and future.”

Graduated Sentinel HT Tran

Sergeant, US Army

Business

For further information, please contact us:

925-380-6342
INFO@SENTINELSOFFREEDOM.ORG

Visit our website:
WWW.SENTINELSOFFREEDOM.ORG

P.O. Box 1316
San Ramon, CA 94583

My mission was to protect our way of life.
Now my mission is to build a new life for myself.
Sentinel’s Bridge for Education — OUR CORE PROGRAM

Bridge for Education provides support to veterans completing their higher education. This comprehensive multiyear program guides their journey to success in the following ways:

**EDUCATION**
We are there to support our Sentinels’ full educational journey in line with their capabilities and goals. Sentinel’s Bridge for Education helps fill the gaps GI Bill payments do not cover such as transportation to school, computers and specialty supplies. This allows Sentinels to focus their attention on their studies, career and family.

**HOUSING**
We make sure that housing does not become an obstacle to the Sentinels’ success. By providing a nominal housing subsidy for up to two years, we can help relieve financial stress and allow our Sentinels to focus their attention on furthering their education.

**MENTORING**
Sentinels are guided by mentors who help them see, prepare for, and then conquer goals they face along the way — including some that may seem insurmountable at first glance.

**FINANCIAL COACHING & PLANNING**
Our program offers free coaching and financial planning, as our Sentinels come from different backgrounds. We feel it’s critical that Sentinels have a command of basic budgeting skills and learn how to build up their financial worth.

**CAREER & NETWORKING ASSISTANCE**
Our Sentinels were committed to defending our nation and are now committed to achieving new long-term goals. We guide them with job hunting tips, networking opportunities, and introductions to prospective employers whenever possible.

---

**Sentinel Stats**

Our focus is on Sentinels who are interested in completing their education. Whether it be trade school, community college, or a four year university, Sentinels from 41 states are on a trajectory to success.

- **86%** HAVE EMPLOYMENT WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF GRADUATION
- **70%** OF CURRENT AND GRADUATED SENTINELS VOLUNTEER IN THEIR COMMUNITY.
- **43%** VOLUNTEER MORE THAN 11 HOURS A MONTH.
- **100%** OF ALUMNI WOULD RECOMMEND OTHER WOUNDED VETERANS TO APPLY TO SENTINELS OF FREEDOM
- **90%** BELIEVE THAT ASSISTANCE FROM SOF HELPED THEM ACHIEVE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE (only 33% considered themselves financially independent before the Sentinels of Freedom program)

---

**SENTINELS LIVE ACROSS THE US**